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3.6.3 & 3.6.4 Extension activities 

 

Programme No:9 

Programme Title: Break the wave  

Conducted by-NSS 

Participation -154 

Date: 25 April 2021 to 01 May 2021 

 

On 25th Sunday 2021, the first day of Covid Awareness Campaign conducted by 

Christ College NSS units, volunteers were made to make a 1-minute talk video 

on awareness against 2nd wave of Covid-19. This helped volunteers to gather 

more information on safety measures to be taken to fight against the second wave 

of the pandemic and become more responsible. Out of the best six videos from 

six groups each, one best video was selected and posted in the Instagram page of 

NSS Christ college units intending to create an effective awareness among other 

people too. This awareness video making session of the campaign was 

successfully completed under the guidance of the program officers Prof. Tharun 

R, Prof Jincy SR, Prof Jomesh Jose, Prof Linett  

George and other leaders. 
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26/04/2021 

 

On 26th Monday 2021, the second day of Covid Awareness Campaign conducted 

by Christ College NSS units, Volunteers were made to make trolls on topic, Covid 

2nd wave: Indians on Air. It was a group activity. 6 groups made at least 2 trolls 

each. The trolls were meant to be in image format, depicted in funny manner, 

religiously and politically neutral and moreover, thought evoking. Volunteers 

could sarcastically convey how Indians have been very less cautious during the 

2nd wave of this pandemic through trolls. The best troll was posted in  the 

Instagram page of NSS Christ college units intending to create an effective 

awareness among a rather broader audience .This troll making session of the 

campaign was successfully completed under the guidance of the program officers 

Prof. Tharun R, Prof Jincy SR, Prof Jomesh Jose, Prof Linett George and other 

leaders 
 

 

.  
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27/04/2021 

 

On 27th Tuesday 2021, the third day of Covid awareness campaign conducted by 

Christ College NSS units, volunteers were directed to make a rumour breaking 

video on the ongoing rumours surrounding the COVID 19 PANDEMIC & 

VACCINE PROCEDURE and tell the truth behind it. It was a group activity. 

Each group made a 1-minute video on the given topic. Out of the six groups, the 

best video was posted on our Instagram page. On the same day volunteers were 

came up with a helpdesk for covid vaccine registration and awareness. Charges 

of helpdesk were given to 4 second year volunteers Noel, Yadhu, Lakshmi and 

Pradeesha.Volunteers made a tutorial video on the topic: How to register for 

vaccination. It was published through our YouTube channel and Instagram page. 

It was completed under the guidance of the programme officers Prof.Tharun R, 

Prof. Jincy Roze, Prof. Jomesh Jose ,Prof Linett George and other leaders. 
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28/04/2021 

 

On 28th Wednesday 2021, the fourth day of Covid awareness campaign conducted 

by Christ College NSS units, volunteers were directed to conduct a Vaccination 

survey for collecting details senior citizens. The volunteers were asked to collect 

data from minimum of 10 senior citizen. It was an individual activity. Each 

volunteer was directed to submit a report regarding their survey. The survey 

helped volunteers to recognise who aren’t vaccinated yet and they gave help for 

vaccine registration also. This Vaccination survey session of the campaign was 

completed under the guidance of the programme officers Prof.Tharun R, Prof. 

Jincy Roze, Prof. Jomesh Jose ,Prof Linett George and other leaders. 
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29/04/2021 

 

On the 5th day of the Covid Awareness Campaign (29/4/21), the NSS unit of 

Christ College (Autonomous), Irinjalakuda, had given the task of parody making 

to the volunteers. It was a group activity, urging full or maximum participation 

from each group. The topic was Vaccination Against Covid 19.   The parody was 

to be made considering the religious and political sentiments of the public. The 

task was to be presented in the form of a video within a duration three minutes. 

Each group submitted the assigned work before 6 pm on that day itself, in the 

google form given, efficiently and enthusiastically. The best 2 videos among the 

6 groups were uploaded in the Instagram page. A vaccination awareness video 

was also created by volunteers and uploaded in the YouTube channel of NSS 

Christ college. Overall, the 5th day of the campaign was successful as the 

volunteers had done a great job in participating in the task under the guidance of 

the NSS Units 20 & 49program officers Prof Tharun R, Prof Jincy SR, Prof 

Jomesh Jose, Prof Linett George and other leaders. 
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30/04/2021 

 

 

On 30th April, 2021, theS Units of Christ College (Autonomous), Irinjalakuda, 

had given the task of mono act as part of Covid Awareness Campaign. This was 

an individual task where one member from each group had to do it. The topic 

was “Role of NSS Volunteers in the pandemic times.” The volunteers had taken 

the task seriously and cooperatively assessed the task. While only one member 

could do the mono act, rest of the members of each group did actively take part 

in the discussion process. The mono act was to be presented in a video format 

within a time limit of 2 minutes. The day’s task was successful as the volunteers 

submitted the videos before 6 pm on the same day. The best video among 6 

groups was published through our official Instagram page. It was done under 

the guidance of program officers Prof Tharun R, Prof Jincy SR, Prof Jomesh 

Jose, Prof Linett George and other NSS leaders. 
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01/05/2021 

 

On the 7th and final day of the Covid Awareness Campaign the NSS unit of Christ 

College (Autonomous), Irinjalakuda, had given the task of drawing to the 

volunteers. It was an individual activity, urging minimum 2 members of each 

group to participate in it. Rest of the group members should take part in the 

discussion. The topic given was “കാവൽക്കാർ.” The drawing could be 

digital or pencil and has to be made considering the religious and political 

sentiments of the public. The task was to be presented in the image format. The 

volunteers submitted the assigned work before 5 pm on that day itself, in the 

google form given. The best drawings among the 6 groups were published 

through our official Instagram page of NSS Christ college.  Overall, the last day 

of the campaign was successful as the volunteers had done a great job in 

participating in the task under the guidance of the NSS Units 20 & 49 program 

officers Prof Tharun R, Prof Jincy SR, Prof Jomesh Jose, Prof Linett George and 

other leaders. 
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